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i found this to be absolutely incredible. unlike the other works i've found in this list that were more "flash in the pan" than "flash in the pan and awesome," this went on for a long time. like.. hours and hours at a time. i could not get enough of this. i waited a good while for this
to get approved and then it did and it showed, and i love it. just watch the video, and even if you don't care for switch titles, you'll be watching this, and that's always a good thing. :) the game casts you as a character who falls down a hole into the land of the dead. naturally,
this causes you to be attacked by many, many zombies, monsters, and enemies. that's usually how i describe resident evil 2 - but this game is a little different. what set this apart is that the game has you playing as seven different people from the resident evil universe. so

each playable character has their own story and background, and you play through the game as the character they were at the end of their life. you start off in a jail cell. there's a voice telling you to "break out" of it. "break out? of the toilet?" "no, the box." "why are you in this
toilet?" aaaand you're out. of a toilet. in the game. to get the story going, you have to actually go to various different toilets in your apartment building. then go to the porter or elevator or whatever the hell it is in the building, get to the safe (i don't know what they call them

in real life) and get the key. then go through that "i'm not seeing a way out" sequence. then you're outside and that's the end of the first episode. then there's a scene where you go into a bar and that episode is coming to an end. then there's a scene where you're saying
goodbye to someone. then you go into another toilet and start a new episode. then there's a scene where your house is on fire, so you have to enter the bathroom and try and put out the fire before it destroys your entire house. then you return to the jail cell and a new

character is about to start their story. if that sounds like a lot of action, it is. you start the game off without the required key and have to cycle through various different toilets to gain access to places where you can find it. i think it's about eight different toilets to find the key
in. i lost track, but i was still looking for it for a while after i'd already started an episode.
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